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Words ...
Dreams, confessions, oppression, so much to say
To express, thoughts, premonitions, superstitions
So much left unsaid, delightfully sinful regrets, broken promises
Joys not yet conceived
Calls not made, letters not sent
Opportunity, chances, second glances, rebuked advances
Rebuttal, scuttle, perchance cuddle?
Me, myself and I
Weeping willows, sultry skies, shimmering sunbeams
Reflections, rocks, pebbles, pools
Leaves, vines, secrets of existence entwined
Nature unsolvable and fascinating, revolving, around what, who?
Ownership, freedom
Horses, galloping, cantering, saddle soap
Think, feel, taste, milkshakes, Pepsi, life
Ogres, fairies, unicorns, dragons, magic, realms, mist, dew
Monsters under the bed, little people inside your head
Fantasy, reality
Differentiate? Never!
Wiles, wild, variation, diversity, intoxicating desires, fires
Time, antiquity, knowledge, wisdom
Given, gained, achieved, inspired
Simple, complex, still confusing
Advocating spice, stumbling toward annihilation
Surfacing, ripples, circles
Continuous words, forever and always
Create, destroy, remake
Delicious randomness
Life, phrases
Words ...

the letting
tender stomach
vulnerable to
your suggestion
turns
and twists
in violent
rebellion
within the
unguarded confines
of my
battle-worn skin

fall asleep
tonightself-torture
its own rewardnever discovered
the waythough sometimes
close to death to numb
the places-

now healedwhere only
scar tissue
and fear
remains
and sometimes
threatens
to split wide
with gorefree flowing

i have yet
to prepare myself
for the letting now at the
clock's mercyi cling to any
remnants of innocence untarnished and close
my eyes to
the madness
forthcoming

E

ode to a Man
I read your odes to common

You came to me
A man without a means
You came to me
And I looked away

And saw your humor in unseen
things

You came to me
A man of valueless values
And I took you on as my
challenge

You came to me
A man with all your means
And you touched me with your
dreams

I read your words
Of memories lost and gone
I felt your dreams
Dreams of a man old and done
I felt your thoughts
They left my mind

I climbed the height of Macchu
Picchu
I climbed the heights and
reached the top
I saw your sights
I felt your touch
I held your heart
Tight in my breast
I climbed the heights
Of a valueless man
And I reached the values alone in
his hand.

You came to me
A man without a means
You came to me
And I took you on as my
challenge
I read your poems of erotic love
And found a passion in your
heart

things
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Living My Life
Please just sit there and listen to me
Try to understand what I want to be
Don't over react or give up on me too quick
'Cause I'm going to live the life that I'm going to pick
I'm not asking for your approval; I just want your love
You can't hang on to me like I'm your glove
I know your love is strong for me now
Don't freak out and say wow
When I leave forever and live my life
It's my turn now, don't give me the knife
It's hard to make you understand
Dad just try for once to be a man
Listen to me don't look away
Rely on me to lead the way
I don't need to hear your rejection of me
I'm going to be who I want to be
Now I'm here on my own
I have a place I can call my home
There are some conflicts that arise
But I'm happy now you can see it in my eyes

-~ h:~:~)q-":. Life goes on; there is no need to revive
:;_i.~~~·······~;,:~ As you can see I'm here to survive

~~~~~~~~iis=Wili~~~

Jargon Has No Place
One day my classmate became my learning partner,
no one asked me if this was ok.
It just happened that way.
Toilet paper became bathroom tissue, why?
Partly cloudy became partly sunny.
False teeth became dental appliances, how?
Sneakers became running shoes; are they faster?
Constipation became occasional irregularity.
Throwing-up became an involuntary personal protein spill, oops!
Used cars became previously owned transportation, is it better?
Shell-shock became battle fatigue, became operational exhaustion,
became post traumatic stress-disorder; does it hurt less?
The dump became the landfill.
The slums became inner city housing, is it prettier?
And fired became management-wanted-to-cartd-redundancy-in-thehuman resources-area-so-you're-no-longer-a-viable-resource-inthe-human-work-force.
You,re still fired, sorry.

sun Rise
I wait for the sun to rise
Sitting here quiedy
My loneliness hurts
Friendship exists no more
Family is gone
Sitting here quiedy
I wait for the sun to rise

My Reflection
on the Mirror
Who are you?
Strange reflection
I am unable to touch you
To reach you
I tried to leave you
In every country I stayed
I tried to divorce you
In every church I prayed

Illusions
At the restaurant
The menu is full of pictures
The best picture
Will surely taste the best
At the party
· Women are exuberandy dressed
The sexiest girl
Will surely taste the best
Illusions
Always with us
Reality
Always with us
How to discriminate?

A

collision of worlds

I am nineteen years old, and I study in a college in Florida. I
am struggling to decide what career path I want to follow. I have
narrowed my choices down to psychology and International business.
Why these choices? you ask. Personal satisfaction. I crave to know
how all humans function in the same way, and how they function
differendy. But shall I indulge in the complexities of the human
mind, or shall I actively participate with the diversity of people
working within the business world? Whatever I choose, I want to
always be aware of the people and situations around me. I have
wanted this ever since I was fifteen years old, for it was then that an
encounter with a stranger awakened me to the reality of human
survival. I discovered that in this world consisting of such wealth and
such poverty, of births and of deaths, and of moments of bliss and
of sadness, people learn to survive by choosing what kinds of people
they want to know, and by choosing what occurrences they want to
deem significant. And like the many who construct their own
"worlds" consisting of particular people and places, I too, being
oblivious to the choices I had, once passively accepted the sheltered
''world" that I grew up in.
I still remember the sunny Monday afternoon when my
mother was driving me to gym. Looking out the window, I would
usually take for granted such sight as my friends' beautiful homes and
the opulent stores where I always shopped, but that day I noticed
everything. I enjoyed the sensation of familiarity that I felt about my
surroundings, for in a few days I was to leave the place that I had
known for so long and move to New York.

We drove past King David Primary School where I had gone
to middle school. I had always attended Jewish Private Schools, but
my favorite was King David High School. I had made such wonderful
friends there. My stomach turned at the thought that I would never
again wait with Ryan and Richard at the bus stop for school. But I
smiled as we carried on driving, for I knew that I would always have
fond memories of my school friends, my relatives and the Jewish
community of Sand ton, Johannesburg.
I arrived at the gym at two o' clock and immediately headed
for the treadmills where I began my usual two hour workout routine.
While walking slowly on the treadmill, I stared down at my white
Reebok sneakers. I could hear that someone had started using the
treadmill next to me. I look up at the mirrored wall in front of me,
and I could see her reflection. Our figures were similar. Like me she
was short, skinny, and had long hair. We looked about the same age.
But we were different. I was white and she was black. In South
Africa, in a gym in the upper-class suburb of Sandton,Johannesburg,
this was an odd occurrence. This was unusual because although the
Apartheid system had been abolished, a natural segregation of blacks
and whites had emerged. Whites usually dominated affluent suburbs
such as Sandton, while black people were usually found in lower class
areas or townships where houses were simple and electricity often
non-existent.
We were both walking at the same moderate pace when our
eyes met in the mirror's reflection. She smiled at me. I took that as an
opportunity to introduce mysel£ "Hi, I am Melanie," I said. She
introduced herself as Brenda. I explained that I had come to gym
often and that I had never seen her before. She said that she had just

moved from the Sowetpo township to my area, Sandton. "Do you
like Sandton?" I inquired. She said that although she liked Sandton,
she found that moving away from her home and friends was difficult.
Her light brown eyes revealed that she wanted to say more, but she
did not. We walked in silence for thirty seconds. Our pace quickened.
We both looked straight ahead at our reflections in the mirror.
''But I am glad that I have escaped the violence in Soweto,"
she said abruptly. I asked her how bad it was. My body numbed as I
listened to her; my legs felt as though they were dragging along the
treadmill. Brenda described how girls her age were beaten and raped
by men in the township. "And their parents can do nothing; otherwise they will kill them, too," she said as she let out a long sigh.
I remember thinking at that moment how self-absorbed I had
been that day. I had been worried about what outfit I would wear to
the party I was going to that night, while not too far from where I
lived girls my age were struggling to stay alive. At that moment, I
asked myself how two peoples' lives could be so different. The huge
mirror in front of me depicted a clear example of the separations we
make within the human race. Two young girls were walking different
paths governed by wealth, class and racial status that divided them. "I
am lucky to be here" she said. "Many people don't have the money to
get out." And then she spotted someone who had come into the
gym. "Oh there my father is," she exclaimed. " I must go. Nice
meeting you." "Likewise," I said. And she was gone.
The meeting was brief, yet it left me stunned. My hands were
still gripped firmly on to the treadmill. I was amazed at the words
that I had just heard. And I was angry. I was angry that only at the
age of fifteen did I realize how oblivious to my surroundings I had
been. I pushed the stop button on the treadmill. But I could not

move from the stationary machine. My mind was too occupied with
what had just happened. I had just been awakened to what should
have been so obvious. I finally realized that in South Africa where
there existed the history of Apartheid, the oppression of blacks, and
a diversity of people, I knew of a different country than the black
teenagers my age knew. Brenda, a black teenager from Soweto
township, was a foreigner in "my'' South Africa.
And when I was in contact with black people, I never made
the effort to really get to know them. Like in most South African
families, my family had a black maid. Her name was J enette, and I
loved her like a mother. She also came from a township called
Alexander, but we never discussed the place. I always knew that she
must have had many stories of violence and of difficult times to tell,
but I never asked. The role she played in my life was that of a caring
mother who cooked my meals and who kept me company on nights
that my parents went out.
My South Africa, my world consisting of wealthy suburb, the
Jewish community, my family, and my friends, was a safe and comfortable environment. I seemed to be living under a glass dome that
protected me form outside forces such as the poverty, crime and
abuse which plagued the various parts of the country.
The day that I met Brenda, the glass dome that I had been
living under was shattered. On the way home from gym, sitting in the
back seat of my mom's Mercedes, I acknowledged the fact that
Brenda was symbolic of all that I did not allow myself to know
about, and all that I realized I wanted to know. Life became more
exciting. Passing the same familiar houses and my old school, I did
not feel like reminiscing about the past. All I wanted to do at that
moment was to have a long conversation with a person I barely knew.

I wanted to know about her life in the township, about her family and
her friends at school. Were her dreams completely different from
mine or exactly the same?
Gazing out the car window, I saw Sandton, Johannesburg, for
the first time. There were maids in their pink and orange overalls
waiting at the bus stop to go into their townships after a long day's
work. Some were holding huge umbrellas to shield them from the
heat, while others were sitting on the benches with their eyes closed.
Mercedes, BMWs and Volkswagens filled the roads. And at the traffic
lights they were interrupted by pedestrians, mostly school kids in
their variety of school uniforms, and by poor, black men and children
walking to each car and begging for money, no doubt an illustration
of an effect of the devastating Apartheid system.
My country had such beauty, such sadness, such history. I
remember thinking at that moment in the car that I had never even
studied South African history. Throughout my schooling we had
studied European history. As far as South African history went, each
year we studied to the point when Jan Van Reebeck rounded the
Cape. We were the promised by our teachers that we would study the
wars, the history of Apartheid, and the government in our junior and
senior years of high school. I knew that I would never have those
formal classes, but now I knew how important it was for me to learn
about my country's people.
While I am staring at the pages of my college course guide
and trying to decide on a major, I can still see Brenda's brown eyes as
she had told me how difficult it was for her to move. Not until I had
moved could I quite understand the depth of her statement. Having
emigrated, I still experience the loss of familiarity and the longing to
be with my old friends, as she must have when she moved. I wonder

how she feds now. I had known Brenda for a fraction of the time
that I had known my other friends in South Africa, yet I still feel
connected to her. She illustrated to me how people from two different worlds can encounter similar experiences. Just as Brenda was a
foreigner to "my world" and the Sandton life, I too am now a foreigner. Having lived in America, I have been able to compare different kinds of suburbs, school systems, and cultures. I have made
friends with people who come from countries like India and Australia, and I have made friends with people from different religions. I
have seen how certain values such as the value of friendship are
respected in most places, and I have learned that some people abide
by their religious beliefs, while others do not. But above all, I am
aware. Meeting Brenda taught me how to be conscious of all my
surroundings. Even here at college, where I am comfortable in my
surroundings, I await my next life-altering encounter. For in a world
where there exists such diversity and complexities, one is always
sheltered from what one has not learned.

ode to a coaster
You are the savior of the painted slab of wood you flop onto.
You are dirt filled, condensation soaked, irrefutable grunge
I give no attention to.
You are the sharer of all my fluid consumption.
You are the coaster, as you have no responsibility, other
than to be liquid's shield.
You are a god-send for you save my money from the jails of
a furniture store's cash register.
You are lifeless; I don't know why I speak of you other than because
you are the holder, the catcher, the bearer of my nighttime
cups of joy.

II.·

Younglife
Lions and Tigers and Bears oh gee
running and laughing with me
being young and resdess makes us so free
we prefer KoolAde to raspberry tea
summer days they last so long
hide-and-go-seek could never be wrong
playing and jumping and throwing for kicks
petting the doggy hoping for licks
little boys and girls must be protected
any one who thinks otherwise should be corrected

The pulsating heat
Cool water quite inviting
Liquid seduction
Palms gendy swaying
Sun lending the earth its light
Forever summer

Angelic
he shot her
down in her belly
down
down in her warmth
oozing and slumped
bathed in
metallic moistness
her facein frozen frame angelic
they were
all there
all of the dead
and the dying
all in the confusion
horrifying entertainment
forme

no longer aware
of the separation
between the cold
hard pavement
and my
pulsating flesh kneelingi had to pray
to scream to
a god
who
has too many times
forsaken me

I was five when I fell,
actually pushed.
We were playing tag.
He didn't mean it,
but he pushed me,
and I fell.
A black tire caught me.
It didn't break anything.
I was growing up,
but still, young
almost an infant.
And so,
I was carried,
to the cover
of my mother.

Haiku

sweets

Sweat falls from my face
The Oak-tree could not care less
Bright and cheerful sun

Rays of honey
Fall from the sky
Whether we know it or not
We are God's
Little sweets.

As I walk down the hallowed road of conviction I see myself in a
future time's past. Remembering all that I have yet to do, while
having accomplished all I have yet to set out for. A dream whisps by
on a Mere, white as silk. I need hardly try to catch up with her.
Strength in effort, effort in speed; my dream may be far ahead, but
my steady course need not be altered to reach my destination. All that
is good is light, and all that is light is good. My heart follows light,
and guides me towards destiny. My mind is at the helm.
Happiness flows from the fountain of my mind. Tangible love
runs like a river through my soul. Philanthropic tendencies drive my
heart to bond with many, and help many more. What's seen is to
come. A blind eye turned can cause mountains to fall, while knowledge of direction, persistence of vision, and the holding of dreams
and everything sacred, shall bring me to my place of Xanadu.

Red sky
The red sky above fortells the days ahead;
colorful darkness fills the future
with warm thoughts.
with a heavy heart,
sweat, blood, and chaos our guide;
our future on its path to destiny.
A never ending trail
we shall follow,
to eternity.

Alone
Strong oak adorned with a Carolina Blue shawl that matched the carpet,
and the young woman sleeps.
Some forty years later I would be created.
So beneath forbidden sheets my mom was conceived along with two
brothers.
labor done, stomach grew and shrank three times in this bed.
Exhausted from raising a family,
the middle-aged woman sleeps.
Beside this bed lies its other twin and a tired man,
parallel to the floor between heaven and hell,
they dream together of a beautiful family now older,
and the wise woman sleeps.
The bed that gave three children took one mother.
Beside her coffin with sheets, scattered within the thick novels,
a rose, snow white as her hair used to be, bowed in respect.
The night before it watched her lie down for the final slumber.
Morning's light revealed a rose wilted in sorrow,
minus three pedals that fell like tears to rest on the night stand.
Rushed home from work, Mom sits on her bed,
alone.

Without a word
Wipe away
Worry, angst
And poisonous
Fear
Silence the pain
Bring a calm tranquility
And bless me with your
Gendeness
It's the time for healing
Wounds
Found in footsteps of the
Past
Just walk with me now
That's all I really
Ask

Tears of Heaven
Tears of heaven fall to the solid earth below.
To what is her sadness?
Wings clipped, arms stretched wide;
to jump from heights,
and soar across the open sky.
Flying an open descent,
falling to the ground,
her heart filled with your scent;
her soul is homeward bound.

Flowers
Blue, red, golden glowing flower
follow thy heart; search thy soul.
Dreams of growing life, color-filled,
reaching the sky above.
Soak up the daily food of the sun;
grow taller than all others around you.
Competition unknown,
forget not the others beneath you.
Strive to be the tallest.
Who shall die fttst; who shall die last,
when the sun dies all shall perish.
In a land of desolate nothingness
the tallest fall quick as the smallest
lose root, and pass away.
Time is but the knife
in the hands of fate
knocking at the door of life
watching us while we wait.

I remember my first remembrance
Very vaguely and almost not at all
Maybe it was when I was five
and pushed off of a pole and onto a black tire.
No it was when I was four
and watched my brother squirm to learn
not to use dirty language.
I think I was even younger than
that, I was three or two
when I looked at a shoe
and I pulled on my mother's skirt.
We were in the kitchen.
I could only see the floor,
her shoe and the skirt which I pulled.
It's a flash in my mind.
I remember my fttst remembrance
Very vaguely and almost not at all.

I was playing one day
I was playing in the sky
But suddenly I fell
And fell through the sky
My mother caught me
A younger mother
And she carried me
And she carried me
Through the sky

Love
Love is like flying above the ground
Without desire for landing.

As 1 stand
As I stand in this world
That is crumbling before my eyes

Enemies come
Enemies go

As I look at my friends deserting
me
While my enemies grow stronger

I stand with the fire all around
me
And I see the pain outside me

As I see my family disappointed
once again
As I feel the heat rising

As the world burns itself
I stay cool and comfortable

I feel happy
I feel happy because I have
known trouble
I feel happy because I have
known pain
Chaos is a natural state
Failure is normal
Friends I have loved
Friends I have lost

And if one day I'm waiting
crucifixion
With a smile I shall come
And with laughter I shall die
For I lived the way I wanted
For I didn't bend over
For I didn't give in
As I stand now
As I stand always

Moving on
I fell in love with thee
Knowing thee well as being a DOG.
Though I was warned of leading ...
The path to my own destruction,
I listened not; I still loved thee.
For love is a factor of no control.
Friends begged me to move on ...
Enemies laughed at my foolishness,
Other men pleaded for my accommodation.
But no, thou wast the one I wanted!
My heart was open to thee and thee alone.
For love is a factor of no control.
You saw my love and took it for granted.
You loved me, but loved others also.
You came and went as you pleased
Expecting and wanting me to be there
Whenever it pleased you to return.
And all this, I foolishly did.
For love is a factor of no control.

But hear me out now baby,

It's all OVER!
They say love is blind?
Well, mine now sees,
For it's got a pair of eyes and glasses.
For my love is now a factor with control.
Though the pain is still sharp ...
I'm now ready to give in to another
Who loves me unconditionally,
And I will graciously return his love!
Baby, I'm moving on ...
Moving fast and leaving you behind.
My heart is now open like a boat,
Ready to take aboard whoever wants.
So darling, I now say "FAREWELL" to thee,
For my love for thee
I now subject to my commands.

I
HOW

Could

YOU?

As I walk into the room, I spot him ...
It is he, the one I love, the one I have in mind.
His face as smooth as velvet
His lips as pink as pink itself
His smile is warm, like a mother's cuddle.
It is he, the one I love, the one I have in mind.
The first time I lay my eyes on him,
His looks sweep me off my feet.
His smile as soft as fur,
His eye as bright as light ...
It is he, the one I love, the one I have in mind.
He holds me in his arms ...
With a tight cuddle
The scent of roses floods my nose
His soft whisper makes
Heaven's vision behold me ...
It is he, the one I love, the one I have in mind.
He tongues me in a lover's manner
But then, I see him tongue another
My glass falls from my chest ...
And hits the concrete floor
How can you break my crystal glass
Which can never be mended?
It is he, the one I love, the one I have in mind.
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My Busy Buzzing Bee
I have a Busy Buzzing Bee
Who's always on the go.
He goes around without a say
And not a place to go.
But the one thing he does so
well,
Is buzzing around the earth
Oh yes that's him ...
My Busy Buzzing Bee.
He's known and loved ...
By women in town
For all they say is How they want him sol
Does he woo them?
I don't know for ...
That's hard to tell.
Oh yes that's him
My Busy Buzzing Bee.

When asked where he's been
His response always is,
"Oh darling,
Where else can I be,
But at my lectures and my bed?"
How can it be?
Does he take them along with

him?
Oh yes that's him ...
My busy Buzzing Bee.
He tells me he loves no other
And that's nice to hear,
But I do know I'm not
The only he holds in his tender
arms.
I know he cares
For he once told me so ...
Does he love me?
I don't know
But, I sure hope he does.
Oh yes that's him ...
My Busy Buzzing Bee.

After 9 Days
When it's been my tum to feel i~
my tum to change i~ my tum to move on i~
rd never chance the motion.
I'd never chance the movement. Never move the moment
.. . without you.
It's been declared that one day soon I'll be rescued by you.
I'm waiting for the movement to cast the waves of hurricanes,
lmlinding me of powers that are greater than my own.
Wipe away my sun-dried tears, because it always feels like swnmer here.
Speaking endless ''how are you,s and slightly slipping through the truth.
God, you lmow I miss you ...
the touch here is empty and they don't come close enough to hear me.
God you lmow it's cold in this swea~
silently wiping the swollen regret from a heated and tired mind.
I've been wandering underneath the clouds,
sleeping in silent disrepair in a dusty box of suspended fear.
So I speed the rhythm back to you. I'll hold this scene in a neutral light.
Goodnight.

I lie awake on sleepless nights
Waiting for dreams to take over
My bed, comfortable and warm ( a reminder of you)
And yet I still can not sleep, because of you I can not sleep
This bed, the one you've spent many nights in
Will not permit me to escape reality.
I toss and turn, each way to get away from you.
I close my eyes again and you return.
Isn't it perplexing how in life I want you
Always with me
But now, as I tty to sleep in solitude,
My broken heart and you will not leave me.

Regrets
He sits alone staring blankly, this I have done to him.
For the first time I see him clearly, though the light is dim.
He's fighting the truth, the sinister hate; I can see it in his eyes.
He turns and looks right through me; I now know he sees my lies.
I must repulse him, no beauty found in me.
The book not worth opening, I must now set him free.
It's said, what once was yours, will come back in time.
Now I stare into the distance, will he return and be mine?
No harsh words are said, his cold lips tell me right.
His body no longer burns for me; his smile fades with no delight.
Shadows foretell me wrong; my own arms have set him free.
He has not yet returned; I guess he never bdonged to me.
Frozen worries wake me, and days won't be the same.
Wondering, searching the wilderness, my only blanket is that of rain.
Searching far and wide, for my true love lost in woe.
Never imagined doing it, how could I let him go?
Blind are those who choose, to see only what they must.
My last few days spent suffering, from this uncontrollable lust.
Fools are those who love once, and allow it to happen again.
Then curse me the court jester, for my own beliefs I now offend.
Soft breezes warn me of danger, my unworthiness, my mark.
Taught by tragic accounts, no means to light the day.
~ :~:. How could I let it happen, my true life love slip away?
•
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Haiku
Humidity strong
Sweet jasmine fills the night sky

Hand in hand we walk

ode to My Bed
The softtless of a cloud
Light
Fluffy
The firmness of a strong arm
Comforting
Supporting
The warmth of a fire on a cold, rainy day
Soothing
Inspiring
A friend at the end of the night
Enduring
Suggestive
A cool drink on a hot summer's day
Refreshing
Mesmerizing
My bed, my comfort zone,
Holder of the weight of my world

ode to My Bottle of vodka
You are as transparent as a clean pane of glass in mid-day,
Clear like my ~yes were back hours ago
Uke my mind is now.
You wait patiently like a genie in your fancy little bottle eager to make
provisions
Dear vodka you are the 007 of liquors,
Distinguished like a Boston Blackie costume, just so discrete
You're as social as royalty, always mixing with the best.
Your interface is divine
Some prefer your company straight.
I like you in lemonade,
Others with milk, tomato or just juices.
Deviant of youth,
Choice of priests,
You're a top quality toupee at a police roadblock.
Like a trustworthy friend, you never tell.
A shot of this, a squeeze of that
You're nothing but trouble.

what's in a Locker
Calculator that's old,
Sandwich with mold,
Birdseed baby's head.
Pencil lead,
Half-eaten apple,
A bottle of Snapple
An old shirt, lots of dirt,
Number two pencils,
Art stencils,
library books overdue,
One shoe,
Bubble gum,
Cookie crumb,
Uniform sweater,
A letter,
A baseball hat,
A picture of my cat,
Rust, hooks
Everything
Except books!

rrr.

The Piano - A Love Affair at Night
When the moon is my chandelier
And the stars are my audience
I will come to you
Ebony in your splendor
A mirror of the night
A candelabra broach adorns your chest
You are my focus
I sit and sing with you for hours now
Now face to face my arms above you
Your copper intestines sparkle in the frre's light
Shadows waltz freely across creaky oak floors
You're rising to meet my touch
Emotions run deeper now
Thunderous bass slices brisk night air
Like the breath of two lovers held tighdy in each other's arms
I begin to sweat and my fingers slip
Tension is thick
Now our toes intertwine
Power is now grace, and volume becomes peace
Crickets applaud and we will sleep

Art Appreciation
In the room they come and go
talking of Larry, Curly and Moe.
The guy with the slides said it was nice
How Picasso and Pollock,
Slippin' slidin' drunk on life,
Skated, arm-in-arm, on thin ice
Over the lilly ponds of Claude Monet.
While Debbie sat in the dark
Trying to think of something to say.
And then in the Question and Answer Session
An artist-to-be asked the question:
''If the Gypsy can make his violin cry
Why, oh why the hell can't I?''

Waking up
To my life
I reawake
My senses
To perceive
Deeper
And still deeper
The reality
Of this
Moment
The world
Is always changing
At every moment
A new set of conditions
Surround me
Misfortunes and joys
Come and go
They affect my being
At every moment
In an-ever changing world
Where lies my unchanged
Being?

Life
Life is filled with many choices
All put together into one
One leads to another
And another
You have to be a judge
So nothing will go wrong
Sometimes there will be bad judges
Sometimes there will be good
You will learn from experience
And from experience you will learn
What is right and what is wrong
Life is filled with many choices
You have to be a judge
You will learn from experience
And from that you will be wise

.,

The Laundry Basket
As I lie across the room
I see a tile floor.
There's a beautiful shadow of one amazing thing.
It's a laundry basket.
It's not even half full.
If it's not full, what else does a person use it for?
Maybe this person never does the laundry,
Or possibly it's a home for an animal.
Maybe it's a basket to hold sunlight,
Or a giant spaghetti strainer,
Or a big giant bowl.
Or maybe it's used for a place to sit when you have nowhere to go.
Who knows?
All I can see is a beautiful laundry basket, shadowed by the sun.

Ode to the Desk Drawer
A Pandora's Box
You contain both pleasure and pain
Papers and pens
Homework and gems
A fountain of resources
Continual amusements
A treasure chest
Of items rediscovered
You are an unsolved mystery
When closed
A revelation
Sometimes a savior
When opened
You are a desk's arm
Adding to its function
An immobile backpack
You hold my belongings
You are a scrapbook
Collecting bits and pieces
A home to many things
You exist

Trying To Account for Meaningless Gestures
I've sandpapered the fingertips of my nerves
Regularly, and for many years
In the event that if something meaningful happened
I'd be sure to feel it.
And then yesterday, out of the blue,
A Mad Dog was discovered, full grown
Crouching behind my rib-cage.
Stirred to constant standing
By some sound too high pitched for me,
He pants at the front door of my abilities, pawing and pawing.
I feel I must breathe deeper.
Is it that I'm breathing for him too,
Or that I must fill the hollow caused by his gnawing?

I

At the foot of the ficus tree
that sails in the harbor of my back yard,
a natural hollow invites you to sit
and contemplate the distance between
yourself and slow awakening
that burns in the darkness like a star.
Or if that seems too difficult,
then curl up in the root's embrace,
and press your ear against the soil
where death and life lose themselves
in strange familiarities
and follow the tree into its dreaming
which is what I've done today
for nothing seems more urgent than this,
to find our way back to the garden
from where we emerged, to where we'll return
but conscious this time of our coming and going
between the worlds, of what we've done
and what we must complete this time.
If we can't be buddhas, then let us be trees.
Let us grow like great thoughts rising,
immerse our roots in what we know.
Let us sink deeply, and let us rise,
rise toward the sea that floods the sky.
If we can't be buddhas, then let us be trees
and open to generosity.

Time's conspiracy
Kim Moore brisded with excitement as he stared into a vial containing a viscous red fluid. He was quite proud of being a part of the
Temporal Navigation Institution even though he thought it was too
formal a name for a time-traveling agency (apparendy, the powersthat-be didn't share Kim's affection for terms found in old ScienceFiction holo-novels). The 1NI had been instrumental in furthering
scientific and historical knowledge in the late Twenty - First Century.
After all, what better way to find out about the past than to go there?
Kim Moore was proud of the institution and proud of his career.
After his thorough examination of a recendy dead woolly mammoth
brought in by the Temporal Investigator, Kim was finally able to earn
a promotion as a field agent. He had been quite successful in his
newly acquired status as a TI by traveling to places like the Salem
Witch Trials and the Hindenburg while discretely collecting evidence
to support his theories.

One such theory Kim recendy tried to prove was that George Washington didn't die of pneumonia as history indicated but was murdered by a British sympathizer who held a grudge. Kim felt rather
resentful when the powers-that-be turned down his request for an
assigment. "Hell," Kim fumed while working late on a project, "after
the government revealed that a secret War Room had existed under
the White House since the 1980's, Evytte Kamilah asked the committee if she could travel to that time period and prove that the room
was built because Reagan watched Dr. Strangelove too many times.
\ They granted her request! Who the hell is she screwing?!"
1~ Fortunately, Kim managed to get around it by unofficially joining a
~;
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TI team in the year 1799 that was investigating the wildlife in preindustrial New England. Eventually, he "wandered off" so that he
could "happen" by George Washington's estate disguised as a doctor.
This way he could get close to the dying George Washington. As he
collected a blood sample, Kim couldn't help but wonder why it was
so easy to get Martha Washington out of the room. In fact, she
seemed largely apathetic towards him, as if the President were just a
stranger to her.
Fifty miles and four centuries later, that vial of priceless blood
received the royal treatment every artifact did, the examination of
DNA. To break the tedium involved, he tuned into the start of a
baseball game on the Holovision. Unfortunately, it was one of those
games set on the Martian colonies, which he never liked watching.
''The only reason those 'Marsies' always win is because of the low
gravity," Moore complained. ''If they'd play a game on Earth for
once, my grandmother could beat any one of 'em." They were
getting ready to sing the National Anthem when the results came in.
They were ... . perplexing. The computer readout said that there was
arsenic in Washington's blood system, but there was something else
on the screen that caught his attention:

DNA analysis complete:
sample belongs to Adam Weishaupt
Kim's ftrst reaction was surprise, followed by annoyance. ''The damn
system must be acting up again," he muttered. "The sample couldn't
have been switched with another; it's never left my sight!"
Still, Kim was feeling bored anyway, so he decided to look up the
name Adam Weishaupt and tried to pull up whatever records he

could find on him. Eventually, he came across an article from some
twentieth century government watchdog newsletter called The Magic
Bullet:
Adam Weishaupt was a law professor in the 18th century
who founded his own Order of the Perfectibles, better
known as the Bavarian Illuminati, with the main goal of
ultimately controlling the wor.ld. After passing the secret
rites of initiation, the more than 3,000 members of
Weishaupt's order were expected to follow their leader's
mandates with the strictness of a cult. Specifically, members, most of whom already belonged to another secret
society called the Freemasons, were directed to infiltrate
as many secret societies as possible to spread their doctrine. By the mid 1780's, though, a few of the order's
loose-lipped acolytes let slip just enough details to get the
organization outlawed.
Not that legal banishment made the order any less notorious. Rumors
continued to assert that the Illuminati were alive and well and up to
all sorts of mischief. Some even said Weishaupt had fled to the
United States, assassinated George Washington, then successfully
impersonated him.
"So, you figured it out, Dr. Moore."

Kim twirled around in his chair to see a man dressed in black. He was
lurking in the shadows and brandishing a gun. "Who the hell are
you?" asked a wide-eyed Kim.

The man in black sighed. "Still dont get it, do ya, kid? Ya know, I
always knew that infiltrating this group couldn,t be done successfully.
I told my superior time after time, 'It doesn't matter how many
scientists you keep in the dark. It doesn't matter how many undesirable points in time you send them to like the Spanish Inquisition or
the Reagan years. Eventually, some maverick scientist is gonna find
some way to go beyond protocol to find out what's up.' But, they
thought that after infiltrating so many secret societies for the past
three hundred years, we might as well infiltrate different points in
history, so .. .'' said the Man In Black with a shrug, "what're ya gonna
do?"
At this point, Kim was trembling with apprehension. Yet, the scientist in him was overwhelmed with curiosity as well. He asked, in a
trembling voice, "D-D-Does this mean that George Washington was
replaced by a time traveler?"
''What? Oh, no, he was replaced through more conventional means
by our founder. Unfortunately, Weishaupt was growing senile towards
the end, which meant another loose pair of lips we couldn't afford. I
guess we 'martyred' him from a certain point of view. Of course,
there's another American President named George that our Temporal
Agents got to!'
Kim's jaw dropped. "Surely you don't mean George Bush?!"
"Of course, scoffed the MIB. ''You yourself traveled to the late
Twentieth century. Remember when Bush so proudly hailed his
phrase 'New World Order' as the slogan of the 1990's? That phrase
originated in Bavaria two-hundred years beforehand. Did you think
that was a coincidence?"

·~yway,

as fun as this conversation's been, I'm gonna have to cut it
short," said the MIB as he slowly raised his gun. "My employers have
gotten sloppy with this operation, and you're a loose end we can't
afford."
''You'll never get away with this," stammered Kim.
·~ctually,

thanks to eggheads like you, the illuminati can get away
with anything," mused the MIB. ''You've placed the power of manipulating history into the palm of our hands. And whoever controls
history controls the world."
Dr. Kim Moore had only seconds to ponder this as several bullets
sliced through his torso while the last lines of the National Anthem
were being sung on Holovision:
" .... for the Land of the Free, and the Home of the Brave."

Earth Prayer
All the words ever spoken here
are resting beneath us
in this soil.

Let us be gardener/artists
of our lives
on this soil.

Sometimes at night
they rise, and
bearing the likenesses
of those from whose tongues
they were uttered,
hold conference.

Let our words be organic,
authentic.
Let them ring
with the tones of the earth
as they grow
and change.

They swirl like smoke
into myriad patterns of sound
and light,
then settle like dew
upon the morning grass.

Let us plant
between each furrowed row
the words
we can believe in.

(Whoever else
may be listening,
they know the earth
always listens.)
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